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1. Introduction. Two functions/and g are said to coincide at (x, y) if and

only if f(x) =g(y). If/ parametrizes a ¿-dimensional surface in Euclidean

«-space, and g an (» —¿)-dimensional surface, then the number of coinci-

dences of / and g is the number of intersections of these surfaces.

Now keep the first surface fixed and move the second rigidly; or, other-

wise said, superimpose upon g an arbitrary isometric transformation, S, of

«-space. Count the number of coincidences of/with the superposition (S:g),

that is, the number of intersections of the fixed and the movable surface.

Integrate this count over the group of all isometric transformations of «-space

with respect to its Haar measure, properly and explicitly normalized. If/and

g are sufficiently regular, say Lipschitzian, the value of the integral is the

product of the areas of the two surfaces times a number, ß(n, k), which de-

pends only on the dimensions « and k.

Poincaré proved this for two curves in the plane, the special case « = 2,

k=n — k = l (see [P ])(*). For a curve and a line segment it had previously

been obtained by Crofton. The "integral geometry" of Blaschke and his stu-

dents is related to the problem (see [B]). In fact Santaló obtained our result

for a curve and an ordinary surface in 3-space, the special case » = 3, k = l,

n-k = 2 (see [S]).

The general result described above is established in this paper, and by

methods which we believe new and of interest even for known special cases.

These methods also lead to an extension of Cauchy's formula for the area

of a convex surface : The area of a sufficiently regular ¿-dimensional surface

in «-space equals ß(n, ¿)_1 times the average area of its projection into a

¿-dimensional subspace of «-space. This, in turn, suggests the definition of a

lower semi-continuous area for all continuous ¿-dimensional surfaces in terms

of the stable values of their projections into ¿-dimensional subspaces. This

area has obvious technical advantages over those of Peano and Geöcze (see

[RI ]). Its relation to Lebesgue area is only partially settled.

In addition, this paper raised certain problems (see 4.7), whose considera-

tion led us to obtain the following result (see 4.8) : The Gauss-Green theorem

holds for every bounded open subset of Euclidean «-space, whose boundary

has finite (« —1)-dimensional Hausdorff measure. This proposition supple-

ments the results of our recent paper, [F3], on the subject. The questions

raised in 4.7 will be discussed further in a forthcoming paper.
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2. Notation. The terminology of this paper is consistent with that of

[Fl] and [F2]. We therefore refer the reader to the introductory sections of

these papers for a fuller explanation of some notational details.

Some (though not all) of these notations are, however, repeated here for

the reader's convenience :

f*(S) is the image of the set S under the function /.

N(f, S, y) is the number (possibly » ) of points x in S for which/(x) =y.

The Lebesgue integral of the function / over the set 5 with respect to the

measure <t> is denoted by

/f(x)d<j>x.
s

We write det A for the determinant of the square matrix A.

We make no distinction between a linear function, ¿, and its matrix. If ¿

has p columns and q rows, then the jth column (here j= 1, 2, • • • , p) of ¿ is

a point of g-space, Eq, and is denoted by L1'.

lip^q, then

A(¿) = { Z  (det Mx)2} *   ,

where xES if and only if x is a set of p integers between 1 and q; and Mx is

the minor of ¿ which is made up from the p rows whose indices are elements

of x.
If the function / on Ep to Eq has at the point x in Ep the approximate

differential ¿, then we denote

//(*) = A(L).

For use in the present paper, we next introduce the following notations:

2.1. Definition. If/and g are functions, and U and Fare sets, then

0(/, U; g, V)

is the number (possibly oo) of ordered pairs (u, v) for which uEU, »G^ and

f(u)=g(v).
2.2. Definition. En is Euclidean «-space;

x = (xi, x2, • • • , x„) for x G En;

n

x-y = Z **y< f°r xE En, y E En.
i—1

2.3. Definition. If xEEk and yEEm, then

(xo y) = (xi, Xi, ■ ■ ■ , xk, yu y2, • • • , ym) G Ek+m.

Iff is a function on Ek to En, and g is a function on Em to En, then

(fOg)
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is the function on Ek+m to En such that

(fOg)(xoy) = f(x) — g(y)   whenever    a; G -Et, y G Em.

2.4. Definition. If m ^« are positive integers, then „£„m is the »«-dimen-

sional measure over En defined, as <P, in [F2, 2.1].

Hence the «-dimensional Lebesgue measure of XQEn is jÇj,n(X), and we

shall not denote it by | X\ in this paper.

2.5. Definition. For» = 1, 2, 3, • ■ • let

a(n)=£{EnE[\x\ <l]\.

It is well known that

a(n) = (2V«!)r(l/2)»-1r((« + l)/2),

/£*{*>§ [|*|-i]} =««(«).

2.6. Definition. Suppose/is a function on a subset of E* to £„. Then/is

Lipschitzian on X if and only if there is such a number A that

| /(*) - f(y) | ^ A | * - y | for * G X, y G X.

Further, / is countably Lipschitzian on X, if and only if X is the countable

sum of sets on each of which/ is Lipschitzian.

2.7. Definition. Mnk is the set of all linear transformations on Ek to E»,

or, otherwise said, of all real matrices with w rows and ¿ columns (see [F2,

3.1]).
If AÇzMnm, and k^m, r^n are positive integers, then

(A\"r)

is the matrix in MTh such that

(A | r)/ = Ai for i = 1, 2, • • • , r; j = 1, 2, • • • , ¿.

Thus (j4 I r*) is the upper left-hand minor of A with r rows and ¿ columns.

We further define

Pi = (A \1) for A € Ml-, h « 1, 2, • • • , ».

The projecting functions of [F2, 2.1] are exactly the functions Pa* with A

orthogonal.

2.8. Remark. We shall also use the definitions of [FI, §2 ] and of [F2, §3 ].

3. The invariant integral for the group of distance preserving transforma-

tions of «-space. Let Kn be the set of all distance preserving transformations

of «-space. Thus/G^n if and only if / is such a function on En to En that
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I /(*) — f(y) I = I x ~ y I whenever x G E„ and y E En.

Next let

Gn = Kn E [f(6) = 0],
s

the set of all orthogonal transformations of «-space. Here 0 is the zero of

«-space.

The translation TtEKn is associated with zEEn by the relation

2%(x) = z + x for x G P».

Recall that Kn and Gn are groups with respect to the operation, :, of super-

position, and that each element 5 of Kn has a unique decomposition

S - (T.-.R) with   zEEn   and   R G G„.

Suppose ÜT„ is so metrized that the group operation, :, is continuous in the

corresponding topology, and that Kn is a boundedly compact, and Gn a com-

pact, topological group.

In view of its compactness, Gn carries exactly one Haar measure, <f>n, for

which <f>n(Gn) = 1.
There are many Haar measures—or invariant integrals—over K„, any

two of which differ by a constant factor. In selecting a particular one for the

use of this paper, we are guided by these facts :

The group of translations is isomorphic with the vector space En\ it is an

invariant subgroup of Kn; its factor group is isomorphic with G„.

This leads (see [W, 9]) to the definition

Mn(f) = f     ( f(T,:R)dJZn'zd<t,nR
J G„  J En

for each continuous function / on Kn, which vanishes outside some compact

set. It can readily be verified that the functional Mn is an invariant integral

for the group Kn.

3.1. Definition. If k^n are positive integers, then

ß(n, k) =  f   A(P | l)d<t>nR.
J G.

Clearly ß(k, k) = 1. In §5 we shall evaluate ß(n, k) for k<n.

3.2. Remark. For convenience we state here explicitly the two main prop-

erties of <pn :

Iff is a 4>n measurable function on Gn, then SEG„ implies

f f(S:R)d<t>nR = f f(R:S)d<t>nR = f f(R)d4>nR
J <?„ J G. J 0„

and
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f  f(R')dpnR =  f  f(R)dpnR,
J On J On

where R' is the inverse of the orthogonal matrix R.

These propositions follow from the fact that Gn is compact, hence uni-

modular. (See [W, 8].)

4. The main theorems.

4.1. Lemma. If AÇ.Mnk and B£Mnn-k, then

A[(R:A) e B]dpnR = ß(n, h)-AA-AB.LOn

Proof. Select members U and V of G„ such that

[U(A'-)}i = Ui(A'-) =0    for    i = k + 1, k + 2, ■ ■ ■ , n; j = 1, 2, • • • , »;

[7(50 ]f = Vi(Bi) =0 for    i = 1,2, ••• , k; j = 1,2, ••• , «.

The remainder of the proof is divided into two parts.

Parti. IfREGn,then

A[(R:A) e B] = A[(V:R:A) e (F:5)]

o «a

A[(R:U:A)&(V:B)] = A(R\l)-AA-AB.

Proof. A[(R : A) B B] = AV ■ A[(R : A) O B] = A{V : [(R : A) O B]}
=A[(V:R:A)B(V:B)].

This proves the first statement.

Next let
X = (U:A),        Y = (V.B)

and use the definition of U and V to check that

x{ = 0 for    t = k + 1, ¿ + 2, • • • , «; ; = 1, 2, • • • , k;

Y'í = 0 for    ¿ = 1, 2, • • • , k; j = 1, 2, • • • , « - ¿.

Hence, for i = l, 2, • • • , k andj = l, 2, • • • , ¿, we have

[(R:X) | lg = (R:X)Í = ± l£xL = ¿ ^xí

= 22iR\1)7<X\l)L= [(R\l):(X\"k)]l
m-1

Consequently

[(R:X)\l]= [(R\l):(X\l)j.
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From all this and [F2, 4.2] we conclude

A[(R:X) 0F]= A[(R:X) \ t]-AY

= A(R\kk)-A(X\D-AY = A(P|*)-AX-AF

= A(R\t)-AA-AB.

This proves the second statement.

Part 2.

\    A[(R:A) e B]d<t>nR = ß(n, k)-AA -A(B).
J Gn

Proof. Use Part 1, the fact that </>n is the Haar measure of Gn (see 3.2),

again Part 1, and Definition 3.1 to check

f A[(R:A) & B]d<t>nR = f A[(V:R:A)B(V:B)]d<t>nR
J Gn J G,

= f  A[(R:A)0(V:B)]d<t>nR
J Gn

= f  A[(R:U:A)B(V:B)]d<bnR
J G„

=  I    A(R\l)-AA -ABd<bnR = ß(n, k)-AA AB.

The proof is complete.

4.2. Theorem. If f is countably Lipschitzian on the /j,k measurable subset

U of Ek to En, and g is countably Lipschitzian on the £n-kn~k measurable subset

V of En-k to En, then

f    f  Q[f,U;(R:Tz:g),V]d£nzd<t>nR

= ß(n,k)- f Jf(x)dj¿x- f Jg(y)dj£~-ky

= ß(n, k)-  f   N(f, U, z)dj¿z-  f   N(g, V, z)dj£nkz.
J En J En

Proof. Let W be the set of all points of the form (x o y) with xEU and

yEV. Then W is an «£,n measurable subset of E„.

The remainder of our argument is divided into four parts.

Part 1. IfREGn and zEEn, then
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U[(R:f), U; (T.:g), V] = N{ [(it:/) 0 g], W, z}.

Proof. To say that a pair (x, y) has the properties xEU, yEV, (R:f)(x)

= (T,:g)(y) is equivalent to the statement (xoy)GW, (R:f)(x) =z+g(y),

which is in turn equivalent to (x o y)EW, [(R'f)Og](x o y)=z.

This makes Part 1 evident.

Part 2. If REGn, then [(R'f)Og] is countably Lipschitzian on W.
Part 3.

Lj[(R-f) O g](xo y)d^R = ß(n, k)-Jf(x)-Jf(y)

for ■£„" almost all (x o y) in W.

Proof. For almost all (x o y) in W we know that/ is approximately differ-

entiable at x, and g is approximately difierentiable at y.

Now pick such a point (x o y).

Let A be the approximate differential of/at x, and let B be the approxi-

mate differential of g at y. Then AEMnk and BEMnn~k.

Furthermore, if REGn, then (R:A) is the approximate differential of

(R'.f) at x; hence [(R:A)OB] is the approximate differential of [(P:/)0g]

at (xoy).

Together with Lemma 4.1 this implies

ß(n, k)-If(x)-If(y) = ß(n, k)-AA-AB

= f  A[(R:A) e B]d<t>nR = f  J[(R:f) O g](xo y)dd>„R.
J Gn J Gn

Part 4.

f    f  Q[f, U; (R:Tz:g), V]dj£nzd<pnR

= ß(n,k)-  f Jf(x)d£x-  f Jg(y)d£Zkky.

Proof. First we use the Fubini Theorem and Part 3 to infer

ß(n, k)-  f Jf(x)d/¿x-  ( Jg(y)dj£nZly
J v J v

ß(n,k)-Jf(x)-Jg(y)d£(xoy)f
= f f  J[(R:f) O g](xo y)d<t>nRd£n(xo y)

= f f J[(R:f) O g](w)d<bnRd¿Cu>-
J W J Gn

Next, to justify interchange of the order of integration, we must know
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that Jf[(R; f)-&g](w) is measurable in (R, w) with respect to the product

measure of pn and .£„" over the cartesian product of Gn and W. In fact

J[(R;f)&g] (x o y) is the absolute value of the determinant of the differential

of [(R:f)&g] at (x o y). Applying Laplace's development to the first k col-

umns, we can express this determinant as a sum of products whose factors

contain only (R, x) or y respectively. Now each factor of the first kind is in

turn a determinant which can, according to the Cauchy-Binet theorem on the

multiplication of matrices, be expressed as a sum of products whose factors

contain only R or x respectively. Thus J[(R:f)&g] (x o y) can be expressed as

the absolute value of a finite sum of products whose factors are pn measurable

in R or ■£„" measurable in (x o y) respectively.

Thus Fubini's theorem applies. Letting R' be the matrix inverse to R, we

use Part 2, [F2, 5.1], Part 1, and the defining properties of pn (see 3.2) to

obtain :

f     f  J[(R:f)Bg\(w)d£nWdpnR
J Gn   J W

=  f     f   N{[(R:f)Og],W,z}d£zdpnR
JOnJEn

= f    f Q[(R:f), U; (T.:g), V]dj£nzdpnR
J 0n   J En

= f    f   n[iR':f), U; (T,:g), V]d£zd*Jl
•J Gn   J En

= f     f   Q[f,U;(R:Tz:g),V]d£nZdpnR.
J e» J En

This completes the proof of Part 4; from Part 4 and [F2, 5.1 ] the theorem

follows at once.

4.3. Remark. Suppose / is a Lipschitzian function on £* to E„ and g is a

Lipschitzian function on En-k to E». Prompted by Theorem 4.2, and Part 1

of its proof, we introduce, for each set XCE„, the function tx on the cartesian

product (EnXGn) by the relation

tx(z, R) = N{ [(R:f) O g], X, z) for  (z, R) G (E„ X Gn),

and investigate the measurability of the function tx with respect to the prod-

uct measure, pn, of .£„" and <£„.

Statement I. If X is an F„ subset of £„, then tx is a pn measurable function.

Proof. Let h be the function on (E»XG„) to (EnXGn) such that

h(z, R) = ([(R:f) 0 g](z), R) G (En X G„) for    (z, R) G (E„ X Gn),

and check that
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tx(z, R) = N[h, (X X Gn), (z, R)] for    (z, R) G (En X C7„).

Now let Pbe the family of all bounded F„ subsets of (EnXGn), recall that

h is continuous, hence
SEF implies h*(S) G F,

and that the members of F are ypn measurable sets. Accordingly we obtain

the relation

0 Ú f   N{h,(XX Gn), (z, ic)}#„(z, R)

from [Fl, 4.1 ]. This proves Statement 1.

Statement 2. If X is an J^nn measurable subset of En, then tx is a \pn meas-

urable function.

Proof. Since/and g are Lipschitzian there is a number A such that

j[(R-f) O g](w) $A

for ■£«" almost all w in £„, and every REGn.

If C and U are arbitrary sets such that

C C X C U C En, C is closed, U is open,

then

tc(z, R) á tx(z, R) ^ »V(s, R) for   (2, *) G (En X G„);

moreover Statement 1 and [F2, 4.5] imply

j {h(z,R) -tF(z,R)}din(z,R)

=  f *(tr-F>(*. P)#„(z, R)

= f    f  N{ [(R:f) e g], (Î7 - F), z)dJ&â*nR
J On  J En

= f     f       J[(R:f) O g](w)dj£nwd<pnR Ú A -J&dJ - F),
J G» J (U-F)

that is

j {h(R, z) - tF(R, z)\din(z, R)^A -JC(U - F).

Now j(^nn(U—F) can be made arbitrarily small by suitable choices of C

and U. Accordingly tx can be approximated from below and from above by

\pn measurable functions, tc and tu, whose integrals differ by as little as we

please. Hence tx is a \pn measurable function.
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These results are obviously still true if / and g are only countably Lip-

schitzian.

4.4. Lemma. IfA(E.M„k, then

L
k

A(PR:A)dpnR = ß(n, k)-AA.

Proof. For EGG» and i = l, 2, • ■ • , k;j = l, 2, • • • , ¿, we have

(PR:A)Î = [(R\l):A]i = ± (R\\)7aÍ =  ± rUL = (R:A)l
m—l m—1

Hence (P«*:^) = [(E:¿)| **] for EGG».
Now choose BÇ.Mnn~k as follows: Let j = l, 2, • • ■ , « — ¿; let * = 1,

2, • • • , «; and put £,+*' = 1, Efi = 0 for iy^j+k.

Next we check

A[(i:4)eS] = A[(R:A)\l] = A(E«:.4) for   EGG»,

and apply Lemma 4.1 to conclude

f   A(PR:A)dpnR =  f   A[(R:A) & B]dpjR
J On J On

= ß(n, k)-AA-AB = ß(n, k)-AA.

4.5. Theorem. /// is countably Lipschitzian on the j(jck measurable subset

U of Ek to E„, then

f     f   N[(PkR:f),U,x\dJ&xdpnR = ß(n,k)-  f Jf(x)dJ$x
J Gn J Et J U

= ß(n, ¿)-  f   N(J,U,z)dj¿¿.
" En

Proof. If R(E.Gn, then (Pr*:/) is countably Lipschitzian on U to £*; and

if A is the approximate differential of / at a point x(E.U, then (PÄ*:^4) is the

approximate differential of (Pb*:/) at that point x.

Hence Lemma 4.4 implies

f  JiPR:f)ix)dpnR = ßin, k)-Jfix
J Gn

for j/j¡k almost all x in U.

To complete the proof we integrate over U (with respect to the measure

•£&*), interchange the order of integration (which can be justified as in 4.2),

and apply [F2, 5.1].
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4.6. Theorem.   If A CP» and there are jÇjJ1 measurable subsets Ui, Ui,

U%, • • •  of E¡¡ and Lipschitzian functions fi, ft, /»,•••  on Ek to En such that

ZfUui) c a,     j¿\a - ifUu,)} = o,<-i t ,_i ;

then

f     f   N(PkB, A, x)dJ&xd<t>nR = ß(n, k)-£(A).
Jo.   J ElOn   •* Ek

Proof. Let ¿ <=/,*( (7,-) for i = l, 2, 3,

X = A - Z¿<-
»-i

In view of a known method of reduction (see [MF]), we assume that

AiAj =0 for    i v¿ j,

and/,- is univalent on Ui for each positive integer i.

Hence [F2, 4.5, 2.3] and Theorem 4.4 of the present paper enable us to

compute :

ß(n, k)J$(A) = ß(n, k)- {j¿„(X) + Z-GV,)}

= ß(n, ¿)Z f   N(fi, Ui, x)dJ¿x
i-l J En

= Z f     f   N[(PhR:/<), Ui, zMj&zdtnR
i-l J On J Eh

= f     f   N(PkR,X,z)dJ(¿zd4>nR
J G,  J Ek

+ Z f     f   N(P*. Ai, z)djgkzd<t,nR
i-l J Gn J Ek

=  f     (   \N(Pn,X,z)+J2N(PkE,Ai,z)\d/jczd<t>nR
J G„ J Ek   \ i-l )

=  f     f   N(PkB,A,z)d/jczd<t>nR.
J On  J Ek

4.7. Remark. It would be highly interesting to know whether hypothesis

and conclusion of Theorem 4.6 are equivalent under the assumption that

&(A)<<*>.
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In the special case « = 2, ¿ = 1, this question has been answered in the

affirmative by Sherman, who used Besicovitch's result that an irregular plane

set of finite Caráthéodory linear measure projects in almost all directions into

linear sets of Lebesgue measure zero. (See [BE], [SH].)

The methods of Besicovitch, and of Morse and Randolph (see [MR]),

yield certain generalizations to the case «^2, ¿ = « — 1, of their results in the

case « = 2, ¿ = 1. In fact if -£„n_1 is replaced by (« —l)-dimensional Hausdorff

measure, the corresponding question can be answered in the affirmative. The

more difficult problem for -£»n-1 is still unsolved.

We recall that w-dimensional Hausdorff measure, 3C„'n, is defined by a pro-

cedure analogous to that defining .£nm (see [F2, 2.1 J, where .£„m is called <£).

The only changes are that the function y, such that

y(S) =   sup j£[P7iS)] for   5 C £»,

which occurs in the definition of .£»m, is replaced by the function y', such that

y'(S) = a(m) ■ 2—'• (diam 5) m for   5 C £„,

and that the open sets occurring in the coverings are no longer required to be

connected.

If XC£„, the relations

-CT(X) ̂  n£(X) for m a. 1, 2, 3, • • • , »,

_C»(X)= 3C»(X),

»C„(X)= 3C„(X)

follow without difficulty from the definitions and the fact that, of all subsets

of Em with a given diameter, the sphere has the largest „£„,"• measure.

4.8. Remark. The results mentioned in 4.7 lead to the following theorem

of Gauss-Green type :

If A is a bounded open subset of En, B is the boundary of A, 3C„n_1(E) < °°,

and the numerically valued function f is differentiable on A, continuous on

(A +B), and such that

f | Dif(x) | djClñx < co for/ = 1, 2, •• -, »,

then

f Djf(x)dj£nx = J  f(x)vj(A, x)dXn~1x for/ = 1, 2, • • • , «.

Here Vj(A, x) is the jth component of the exterior normal of A at x (de-

fined in [F3, 3.6]), and D,f is the partial derivative of/ in the direction of

the jth unit vector.
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In fact the methods and results of our recent paper on the Gauss-Green

Theorem, [F3], remain valid when -£nn-1 (which was there called <3?) is re-

placed by 3C„n_1. Further, if Q is the set of those points of B at which B is

3C„n_1 restricted (see [F3, 3.12]), it can be shown by the methods mentioned

in 4.7 that

j£n~-i[P7l*(B - Q)] = 0    for <t>n almost all R inG„.

In virtue of the well known correspondence of the projecting functions, P«"-1,

and the points of the unit sphere

S = EnE[\z\ = 1],

we infer from the modified (3C„"_1 replaces ^nn_1 = $) theorem [F3, 6.4] that

J [grad/(x)•z]d£x =  Çf(x)[v(A, x)*z}daC%x

for ^nn_1 almost all z in S. Accordingly

<  f grad f(x)d£nx -  \ }(x)v(A, i)d3C'x> «z = 0

for -£n"-1 almost all z in S, which implies

f grad f(x)dj£nx - j f(x)v(A, x)dKn~1x = 6,

the origin of P„. This is equivalent to the relation

J Djf(x)dj£nX = J f(x)vj(A, x)dsC~1x for j = 1, 2, • • • , n.

The assumption that f be differentiable on A is unnecessarily restrictive. It

is sufficient to assume thatf be absolutely continuous in the sense of Tonelli on A.

5. Determination of ß(n, k). In this section we evaluate the definite in-

tegral ß(n, k) over the group G„ in terms of the function T.

5.1. Lemma. If n is an integer not less than 2, then

a(l)-a(n - 1)
ß(n, 1) =-—-

n-a(n)

Proof. Let

A = EnE{\z\ = l],       B = En-i E [\ x\ ^ 1],

and let / be the identity of Gn. Then REGn implies
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»-1
N(PR  , A, x) = N[(Pr   :R), A, x] = N[PT   , R*(A), x] - N[PT   , A, x]

= 2 for  | x\ < 1,   and   =0   for  | x\ > 1.

Hence Theorem 4.6 enables us to conclude

ß(n, « - l)j£n~\A) =  f   2&\(B)dpnR,
J On

ß(n, « — l)-«a(«) = 2a(» — 1) = a(l)-a(n — 1).

Recall that ß(n, k) =/3(«, n — k) to complete the proof.

5.2. Lemma. If aÇzEn and iGE», then

f   \a-R(b)\dp„R = \a\ -|i| -ßin, 1).
J O,

Proof. Choose ¿7GG» and V^Gn such that

a = | a | u1,       b = | i | V1.

Denote the conjugate (transpose) of any element- EGG» by R, and remember

that E is characterized by the property

x-Riy) = Rix) • y for   x G £„, y G £„.

Further recall that E is the inverse of E for each orthogonal matrix E. Hence

f    | a-E(i) | dpnR =  f    | a-E( | i | F1) | ¿*>„E
J On J On

L
1

a'(R:V)1\dpnR = \b\ f    ¡a'R^dPnR

R(a)'I1\dpnR

f    iRd/^'PldPnR
J On

f  KR-.uy-PldPnR
J On

f      ¡R^PldPnR
J Gn

f    |E11|^„E = |a| -|i| -ß(n, 1).
J G.
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5.3. Lemma. If k<n are positive integers, then

ß(n, k)-ß(k, 1) = ß(n, k - l)-ß(n - k + 1, 1).

Proof. Let I be the unit matrix in Mn". For each matrix SEMn-k+in~k+1

we define *SEMnn by the relations

*S¡= il if i < k  or j < k,

*Si = S¿_i+i if i ^ k and / à k.

Then SEGn-k+i implies *SEG„ and

ß(n, k) = f  A(R\ \)d<¡>nR = f  A[(R:*S)\t]d<bnR.
J Gn J Gn

Hence

ß(n, k) =  f f  A[(R:*S) | kk]d<t>nRd<t>n-k+iS
J Gn-.+l J Gn

= f    f       A[(R:*S)\kk]d<i>n-k+iSd<l>nR.
J G,  J Gn-k+l

The lemma is a consequence of this formula, and of the two parts into

which we divide the remainder of the argument.

Part 1. IfREGn,then

f        A[(R:*S) | l]d<t>n-k+iS =ß(n-k + l, 1) -A(R | ").
J Gn^i

Proof. Define/Glfnn_*+1 by the relation

f(x) = xiP* + x2P*+1 H-+ xn-k+iRn        for   x G P„-*+i,

and observe that

f(x)'f(y) = x«y for    x G P«-*+i, y G Pn-*+i.

Furthermore SEMn-h+in~k+1 implies

(R:*S)k = R(*Sk) = Z *5*P'' = s\Rk + sU*+1 +■■■ + sL*+iP",

(R:*S)h m f(S\
and

(R:*S)i = P(*50 = P(/0 = Ri ÍOT j = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , k - 1.

How let Ai be the £ — 1 rowed minor of (P| **_1) which is obtained by de-

leting the ith row from (P| a,*-1). Pick cEEn so that
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for i = 1, 2, • • • , k;

f or i = k + 1, • • • , ».

for/ = 1, 2, • • • , k - 1,

because c • E' equals the determinant of the matrix obtained from (E | **) by

replacing the ¿th column by the point

(Ei, Ri, • • • , Ri) G E*,

and the matrix so formed has two equal columns.

Hence a point aGE„_*+i can be found for which c—f(a).

From all this it follows that

A[(E:*S)|*] =   22ci(R:*S)i   =   22 CiR(*s")i
f-i >-i

= | c-R(*Sk) | = | f(a) -/(51) | = | a-S1 \

for every .SGG„_*+i, and we use Lemma 5.2 to conclude

f A[(E:*S)|*]<^„_i+1S= f ¡a-S^dPn-k+iS

= \a\ -ßin - k + 1, 1) - | e\ -ßin - ¿ -KL 1)

=A(Eirvß(»- ¿+i,i).

Part 2. ßik, l)-/c„A(E|i,fc-1)¿0»E=/3(«, ¿-1).

Proof. For each matrix t/G-M"** we define *U£Jlfn" by the relations

*u{ = v\
*Ui-    H

if i á k and /Já ¿,

if i > k  or j >2k.

Then   Î/GG* implies *Í7GG„; and if RÇzGn and i = l, 2, • • • , ¿ —1;
/ = 1, 2, • • • , ¿ — 1, we have

k k

[(£71 *_!):(«! *  )]f-E(^l*-i)i(-R|*  )L=22UiR

= ¿*t/7E¿ = (*t/:E)<í.

It follows that

k

[(U\k-i):(R\k  )]=[(*U:R)\k-i]   for   U G G„_fc+1, E G G».
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Use Lemma 4.4 to check

ß(k, 1)-A(je|î^) = ß(k, k - 1)A(1£ | î"1)

=  f   A[(c7|Li):(P|n]ci>*i7
J Gt

= f  A[(*U:R)\t?i]d4>tU
J Gh

for each REGn.

Integrating over Gn we obtain

ß(k,l) ( A(R\ir1)d<j>nR = f     f  A[(*U:R)\£H]d4>nRd4,.U
J Gn J GkJ O,

=  |      f   A(P | t*i)d<t>nRd<i>kU = ß(n, k - 1).
J GkJ G,

This completes the proof of Part 2, and of the lemma.

5.4. Theorem. If k<n are positive integers, then

a(k)-a(n - k)       T((k + l)/2)T((n - k + l)/2)
ß(n, k) =

a(n)-Cn,k r(l/2)T((«+l)/2)

Proof. Let « be a positive integer. We use induction in k.

We know from Lemma 5.1 that

a(l)-a(n-l)
ß(n< !)-TT-Z-

a(«)-C„,i

Now if k is any positive integer less than «, and if

a(ft-l).«(»-* + l)
ß(n, k - 1) =-——-,

a(«;C„,*_i

then the Lemmas 5.3 and 5.1 imply

ß(n - k + 1, 1)
ß(n, k) =ß(n,k-l)-^

ß(k, 1)

a(k - l)-a(n - k+ 1) a(l)-a(n-k) k-a(k)

a(n)-Cn,k-i (n - k + l)-a(n - k + 1)  a(l)-a(k - 1)

a(k)-a(n — k)

oc(n)-C„,k

This shows that the first equality in our theorem holds for all positive in-

tegers k <«.
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The second equality follows immediately from 2.5.

6. Stable values and area.

6.1. Definition. Suppose/ is a continuous function on a subset X of £*

to £„. Following [HW, p. 74], we say a point y is a stable value of f if and

only if there is a number e>0 such that for each continuous function g on X

to £», satisfying the relation

I «(*) - /(*) | < « for   x G X,

there exists a point w>GX with g(w) =y.

6.2. Lemma. Iff is continuous on X to £» and y is a stable value off, then

there is a number e > 0 such that

z is a stable value of g,

whenever

\z - y\ <(,

g is continuous on X to £»,

I g(x) - fix) I < 6 for    x EX.

Proof. Pick 5 > 0 so that for every continuous function t on X to £„ the

relation
| t(x) - f(x) | < S for   * G X

implies the existence of a point wGX for which t(w) =y.

Take ( = 6/3.
Now suppose g is continuous on X to £„ with

\ g(x) - f(x)\ < ( for    xEX,

and pick a point zÇ^En for which

| z — y | < e.

To prove that z is a stable value of g, we let h be any continuous function

on X to £„, with the property

I *(*) - *(*) I < « for    x G X.

Define the function t by the relation

t(x) = h(x) + y - z for   s G X

and check that

| *(*) - /(*) | < 3e = 5 for    s G X.

Hence a point wGX exists for which t(w) =y or, equivalently, h(w) =z.

The proof is complete.
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6.3. Lemma. If f is continuous and univalent on the open subset X of En to

En, andyEf*(X), then y is a stable value off.

Proof. Use Brouwer's Theorem (see [HW, p. 96]) to select r>0 such

that

U = EnE[\u- y\ £r]Cf*(X)

From [HW, p. 75] we know that y is a stable value of the identity

mapping of U. Accordingly there is a number e>0 such that for each continu-

ous function 2 on U to En, satisfying the relation

| t(u) - m | < e for   « G U,

there exists a point wEU with t(w) =y.

Now suppose g is a continuous function on X to E„ such that

I S(x) - f(x) | < € for    x G X.

Let h he the inverse of/and define

t(u) = g[h(u)] for   uEU.

Check that uEU implies

\t(u)-u\ = | g[h(u)] -f[h(u)] I <e.

Hence there is a point wE U for which t(w) =y; consequently

h(w)E X,       g[h(w)] = t(w) = y.

6.4. Theorem. If f is a continuous function on a subset of E„ to E„, and f

has a nonsingular differential at a point xEEn, thenf(x) is a stable value off.

Proof. Assume x =/(x) = 0, the origin of P„. Let

Z = E„ E [ I z | < 1],       fr(z) = — for   r > 0, z E Z.
' r

For sufficiently small positive r, the function fr is continuous on Z to £„.

In order to prove the theorem it will evidently suffice to show the existence

of a number r such that 6 is a stable value of/r.

Let ¿ be the differential of /at 6. Accordingly

\f(u)-L(u)\
-¡—¡-» 0    as   u —» 6.

However

| /r(z) - L(z) | = -1- á -1-i-1 for   r > 0, z G Z,
r \rz\
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so that
fr(z) —► L(z),    uniformly for z G Z, as r —► 0.

Since L is nonsingular we infer from Lemma 6.3 that 8 is a stable value

of L. We combine this fact with Lemma 6.2, and the just established con-

vergence of f, to L, to infer that 0 is a stable value of /, for all sufficiently

small positive numbers r.

This completes our argument.

6.5. Definition. If/ is a function and A is a set, then

(f\A)
is the function such that

domain (f\ A) = A -domain /,

(/| A)(x) = f(x) for   x G (A -domain /).

6.6. Definition. Suppose/ is a function on a subset of £* to £„. We say/

is s£ai/e at x if and only if there is such an open set U that #G i/Cdomain/

and/(#) is a stable value of (/| V) whenever V is an open set with jcG VC. U.

6.7. Definition. If / is a continuous function on a subset of £* to £*,

and if yÇiEk, then

S(/,y)

is the supremum (possibly 0 or <» ) of the set of all nonnegative integers m

such that there are nonvacuous open sets

Uu U2, • • ■ , Um,

whose closures are disjoint compact subsets of the interior of the domain of/,

and for which

y is a stable value of (/| Ui) for    i = 1, 2, • • • , m.

6.8. Remark. Suppose XCE* and let F be the family of all continuous

functions on X to £„. Define convergence of a sequence of functions in F to

mean uniform convergence on every compact subset of the interior of X.

Then S is lower semicontinuous on the cartesian product space (FXEn).

This is a consequence of 6.7 and 6.2.

Further we note that, for each function fd£F and each point y(E.En, the

number (possibly =» ) of points x in the interior of X, at which f is stable and

f(x) =y, is less than or equal to S (f, y).

6.9. Definition. For each continuous function/ whose domain is a sub-

set of £* and whose range is a subset of E», with ¿ á«, we define

^ = 7T-« (   f s \.ip*'f)> y]d<ÔydpnR.
ß(n, k) J g„ J Bk

Note that the integrand is lower semicontinuous in virtue of Remark 6.8;
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hence the double integral exists, finite or infinite.

6.10. Remark. If k = «, then

**(/)- f S(J,y)dj&y.
J Ei.

In fact PR"=R, S [(R'f), y] =S [/, R'(y)] and JR(y) = l whenever REGk,
yEEk- (Here R' is the inverse of R.) Consequently

**(/) = f   f s [/. A'(y)Kîya*»^ = f   f s [/, J^Rdb*»*
J GkJ Ek J GkJ Ek

= f    f S[f,R(y)]JR(y)djgkydd>kR= f    f S(/, y)dj&yd<t>kR
J ak J Ek J GkJ Ek

= f B(f,y)dJ¿y.
J Ek

6.11. Theorem. If k^n are positive integers, XQEk, the functions f, gi, g2,

gt, ■ • ■  are continuous with domain X to P„, and if

gi(x)—+f(x), uniformly for xEC, as i—> °o,

whenever C is a compact subset of the interior of X, then

lim inf zA(gi) ̂ <¡A(f).
i-. 00

Proof. We infer from Remark 6.8 that

lim inf S [(PkR-.gi), y] ä S [(P«:/), -y] for   R G G„, y E Ek,

and apply Fatou's Theorem to the definition of zA.

6.12. Theorem. If XQEk, f is a continuous function with domain X to E„,

and if
I /CO - /(*) I

lim sup —¡-1— < «j for    x E Interior X,
*->x        | z — x |

then

^i(f) =  f   N(f, Interior X, y)dj¿y =  f Jf(x)dJ$x.
J E„ J Interior X

Proof. The theorem is a consequence of 6.9, 4.5, and the following proposi-

tion:

IfREGn, then

f S[(PkB:f),y]d4y= f  N[(Pkn:f),lntX,y]djZky.
J Ek J Ek
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To prove this statement, abbreviate g = (PRk'.f), and let A be the set of all

interior points of X at which g has a nonsingular differential.

First we note that

S(g,y)û N(g, Int X, y) for    y G E*.

Next we infer from Theorem 6.4 that g is stable at each point of A. As

pointed out in 6.8, this implies

N(g,A,y)^S(g,y) for    y G Ek.

We combine these inequalities with [F2, 5.2], and the fact that g is differ-

entiable at j/jck almost all interior points of X (see Saks, Theory of the integral,

p. 310), to conclude

f   S ig, y)dJ¿y ú  f   N(g, Int X, y)d£y
J Ek J Ek

= f      Jg(x)dj(¿x= \ Jgix)dJ¿x
J int x Ja

= f  N(g,A,y)dJ$yík f &(g,y)dj$y.
J Ek J Ek

The proof is complete.

6.13. Remark. Fix X and Eas in 6.8. Then Theorem 6.11 is equivalent

to the statement :

The function zAis lower semicontinuous on F.

Next let D be the class of those functions / which satisfy the hypotheses

of Theorem 6.12, and let I be the function on D such that

Of) = f    Jf(*)dXJcx for /ea
J IntX

The function I is the "classical area integral." From 6.12 we know that

1(f) = tA(f) for   fED.

Accordingly, I is lower semicontinuous on D, andzsf is a lower semicontinuous

extension of I over F.

Among all the lower semicontinuous extensions of I over F there is one,

Lebesgue area, which has received particular attention in the literature. Le-

besgue area is the function L on F such that

L(f)  =   lim inf 1(g) for   fGF.
t-f,iGD

It follows immediately from this definition, and from the lower semicon-

tinuity of I on D, that Lebesgue area, L, is the numerically largest lower semi-

continuous extension of I over F. Hence, in particular,
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viif) &L(f) for   fGF.

Since zA has an explicit topological meaning, and L has proved useful in

analysis because it permits approximation, in area, of continuous functions

by differentiable functions, the problem of equality seems to be of interest.

In 6.14 and 6.15 we shall give some incomplete results for the case of two-di-

mensional surfaces.

6.14. Remark. For nonparametric two-dimensional surfaces the problem

of 6.13 is solved readily.

Let X be an open rectangle, let « = 3, define E as in 6.8, and let/ be a

continuous numerically valued function on E2. Recall the conventions of

[Fl, 6.1, 5.2], and let
g = (71 x).

Then, we assert,

**ig) - Ug) = H(f, X).

This follows from the first and last of the four statements below, whose

proofs are only sketched.

Statement 1. tA(g) ̂ L(g) £H(f, X).
The first inequality was proved in 6.13, whereas the second follows from

the fact that H(f, X) is the lower limit of the areas of nonparametric poly-

hedra approximating g uniformly.

Statement 2. Recall [Fl, 6.1]. Suppose A is a bounded open convex subset

of E2, i is a positive integer, and EGG3. Then

f   N[(Pl:fi), A, y)dj&y £ iV' f     f   N[(P2R:f), A„ y]dj¿ydj¿¡s.
J Et J Ki   J E2

This can be proved by the methods of [Fl, 6.2, 6.3, 6.5].

Statement 3. If RÇ.G3, then

N[(P2R:f), X, y] = S [(Pl'.g), y]    for J¿ almost all y in E2.

In view of the reduction procedure of [Fl, 6.5], we assume PR2 = P„ with

0GE3, |a| =1, ai=0, fl2êO, a3^0, and define, as in [Fl, 6.2], the functions

hu by the relation

hu(v) = asv — a2g(u, v) for    («, v) G E2.

Let 5 be the set of all points (u, v) such that (u, v) GX and hu has either a

maximum or a minimum at v. Note that 5 is of type E„ and that, for each

number u, the set

E [(«, t) G (Pa:g)*iS)] = h*u{E [(«, v)ES]}
% V

is countable. Accordingly the set (Pa'-g)*(S) is of type F„ with
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•d{[P0:g]*(S)} =0,

and the argument can be completed by showing that (Pa'g) is stable at each

point of (X-S).
Pick («o, vo)E(X-S) andS>0.
We can select numbers «i, m2, vi, Vt such that

«o — S < «i < «o < Ut < «o + 5,       »o — 5 < vi < vo < Vi < So + S,

and either

Q = (£()   [wi < m < m2, »i < » < Vi] C -X",

[«i á « á «2 implies hu(vi) < hu(v0) < hu(vt)]

or else

[«i á « á m2 implies hu(vi) > au(î>o) > hu(v2)].

In each case the topological index of the point [P0:g] (mo, vo) with respect to

the curve, which we get by confining the mapping (Pa'.g) to the boundary of

the rectangle Q, is different from zero.

Following Radó (see [Rl]), we infer that (Pa'-g) is stable at («o, tfo).

Statement 4. H(f, X) ^*A(g).
Choose an arbitrary rectangle A whose closure is a subset of X. If i is a

positive integer, and so large that At<Z.X for zEKi, we infer from the State-

ments 2 and 3 that

H(fi, A)=  f Jfi(x)dZ¡x

=  f     f   N[(Phf,), A, y]d/¿yd^3R
J g, Je,

= f ^ f   f N[(Px:/)'A»y]d£yd&d<t>3R
J G, J K{ J E,

= f    f   N[(Pl:f), X, y]dj&yd<b3R
J g, Je,

= f    f S[(Pl:g),y]dJ¿yd<t>3R=tA(g).
J G, Je,

Consequently
H(f, A) = lim E(fi, A) g tA(g)

and Statement 4 follows from the arbitrary nature of A.

6.15. Remark. To discuss some aspects of the problem of 6.13 for two-

dimensional (parametric) surfaces, we specialize:
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X = E2E[\x\ ^l].
X

The following result is due to Radó (see [R2]) :

If fÇ.F and R(EGn, then (PR2:f) is stable at /j? almost all those points x

in X at which f has finite partial derivatives and J(PR2:f)(x)>0.

By an argument similar to the proof of Theorem 6.12, in which the preced-

ing statement replaces Theorem 6.4, and [F2, 6.1] replaces [F2, 5.2], we ar-

rive at the following proposition :

J//G F and Q is the set of those points of X at which has finite partial deriva-

tives, then

*4<J) = f Jf(x)dJ&x.
J Q

[If (Interior X)CQ, then equality holds.]

Since L and zA are invariant under Frêchet equivalence (see [Rl], [Y]) we

conclude:

IffG.F, and there exists such a g(E_Fthat f and g are Frêchet equivalent, and g

has finite partial derivatives Xj¿2 almost everywhere in X with

L(g) =   f Jgix)dj¿x
J x

then
zA(f) = L(f).

A great deal of research has been devoted to conditions under which the

hypothesis of the last proposition holds (see [M], [McS], [R]). There is a

close relation between the theories of stable values, and of essential multiplicity

of Radó and Reichelderfer. Using their notation we have, in fact, the equality

§(T,y) =K(y,T,X) for    y G E,,

whenever T is a continuous function [such as (PR2:f)] on the disc X to the

plane £2 (see [RR, 1.11, 1.17]).
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